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Introduction 
In a recent paper [ 171 we studied, in the context of functional analysis, the creation 
of nice categories in which all spaces are nice. Niceness of a category means 
completeness, cocompleteness and that the usual exponential laws are upheld. 
- Niceness of spaces means completeness and an adequate dual space. The present 
paper pursues this idea for general topological algebra, with motivating example 
the category of convergence R-algebras. We show that for every type of algebra and 
every choice of dualizing object K one can upgrade by formation of appropriate 
subcategories (removal of pathological objects) while keeping the category nice. 
This process can be repeated until an optimal subcategory is reached which cannot 
be further upgraded. 
We also study the Stone-Weierstrass theorem in this context, with special reference 
to the motivating example just mentioned. The statement of this theorem, when 
expressed as density of the point separating subalgebra A in C,(X), is known to 
fail for certain completely regular X. We present a new version which replaces the 
topological statement A is dense in C,(X) by the categorical statement the inclusion 
A+ C(X) is an epimorphism (in the category of separated algebras). This version 
holds for all spaces X. It makes a weaker statement than the density version in 
general, but is still strong enough to allow typical Stone-Weierstrass application, 
even at abstract level. 
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1. Preliminaries 
Throughout this paper SE? will denote a Cartesian closed topological category. The 
applications will all be to the special case where 2 = %, the category of convergence 
spaces, so readers may for better intuition keep this in mind and think of 3?- 
morphisms as continuous maps. However, since the results are ultimately of interest 
for other choices of 2, such as diffeological spaces [ 181 or holological spaces- [ 121 
(environments of smooth and holomorphic maps), they are appropriately expressed 
in general setting. 2(X, Y) denotes the horn object of E which upholds the exponen- 
tial law a( W x X, Y) = 2f?( W, 2(X, Y)) as natural isomorphism in %. The point 
object is 1 = (0). The above law shows that E(X, -) : 2Z’+ 2 has (-) x X as %-enriched 
left adjoint with counit 
evxy : Z7?( X, Y) x X + Y, ev(J; x) =f(x) 
and a”(-, Y) : 2?+ Pp has itself as Z-left adjoint with unit 
@ XY: x-9 ~(,fwc n n @(x)(f) = f(x). 
Categories such as convergence groups, convergence R-algebras are examples of 
strongly algebraic categories over %? in accordance with the following definition. 
1.0. Definition. A category d is called strongly algebraic over S if it is structured 
with a specified underlying space functor Usp: I+ 4 with a specified horn space 
functor a(-, -): dopx d+ 2f and with a specified function algebra functor 
%(-, -) : 2Pp x d + sd such that the following hold: 
(a) Usp has a left adjoint named Free and it creates regular factorizations. (In 
other words, Usp is a regular functor in the sense of [9].) 
(b) d(A, B) is an ZfZ-subspace of E(Usp(A), Usp(B)) such that the underlying 
set of &(A, B) coincides with hom,(A, B). 
(c) Usp(g(X, A)) = g(X, Usp(A)); 
(d) ev( -, 0) : 2?( 1, A) + A is an isomprohism in ~4. 
We will usually write just A for Usp(A) (a common practice) except where special 
emphasis is needed. The following theorem summarizes basic properties of strongly 
algebraic categories in a form suitably simplified for the present context. 
1.1. Theorem [ 151. For L&? strongly algebraic over 2, the following hold: 
(a) & is an g-category i.e. composition of morphisms and selection of an identity 
are T-maps and the usual associative and unit laws hold for these maps. 
(b) L-& is complete. 
(c) & is cocomplete. 
(d) There is a natural 85’-isomorphism I(Free(X), A) = 2(X, Usp(A)) which shows 
the adjunction of Usp and Free to be automatically %‘-enriched. 
(e) There are natural E-isomorphisms 
&(XOA, B) = 2Z(X, &‘(A, B)) = &(A, R’(X, B)) 
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which show that both of the restricted functors 2(X, -) : d + d and 22?(-, A) : 2Pp + d 
are always Z-right adjoints. 
(f) Every monomorphic family hi : A -+ Bi( i E I) in & is Usp-initial. 
Further properties, e.g. of the external tensor 0 may be found in [17]. 
2. Upgraded and optimal subcategories 
For the remainder of this paper & will be supposed a strongly algebraic %-category 
and K an object in ~4, selected to serve as dualization object: for every A in d and 
every X in % we form a K-dual, namely 
- a spectral space S(A) = &(A, K), and 
- a function algebra C(X) = 2(X, K). 
By 1.1(e), S: &-+ ,%Yp and C : 2fTp+ d are %‘-functors with S left adjoint to C. Both 
being horn functors, the unit and counit are similar: 
a/,: A+ C(S(A)), @(a)(h) = h(a), 
@ x: X + (C(X)), @(x)(f) =f(x). 
Our purpose in this section is to create nice subcategories of d in which all objects 
are nice, in analogy with the situation for functional analysis in [17]. Accordingly, 
the subcategories must remain nice by upholding practically all the properties in 
Definition 1.0 and Theorem 1.1. The objects must become nice by having adequate 
dual spaces S(A) and be suitably complete. 
By a rejlective %-subcategory is meant a full reflective subcategory 9~ ti such 
that if FE 9 then %‘(X, F) E 9 for all X in Z i.e. the inclusion functor Inc: 9+ d 
has not merely a left adjoint, but an %-enriched one. Let us note that such sub- 
categories are nice. 
2.1. Theorem. If 9 is a rejlective %-subcategory of &, then 9 inherits all the properties 
listedfor & in Definition 1.0 and Theorem 1.1 except that Usp need no longer create 
regular factorizations. 
Proof. Largely a routine verification based on the known properties of reflective 
subcategories. See [ 171 for details. The functors Usp, %(-, -), a(-, -) for 9 are 
obtained by restriction of the corresponding functors for d. q 
Example 3.3 in [17] provides an illustration that Usp: 9+ %? can fail to create 
regular factorizations. This failure is not important: the properties of d where this 
feature played a crucial role (e.g. completeness and cocompleteness) are inherited 
by 9 and need not be derived from scratch. 
Henceforth 9 denotes a given reflective %-subcategory of d which contains K. 
Let us now present a systematic method for the construction of further such 
subcategories. 
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By a factorization system for 9 is meant a pair (E, A), where 8 (resp. A) is a 
class of epimorphisms (resp. monomorphisms), containing all isomorphisms and 
closed under composition, such that every Z-morphism_/- has a factorization, unique 
up to isomorphism, of the form f= m 0 e with m E JU, e E 8. Moreover, if the class 
~!4 is preserved by all functors x(X, -), we will call (8, A) an %-enriched factoriza- 
tion system. Recall that a monomorphism h is extremal if a factorization h = m 0 e 
with e an epimorphism is possible only when e is an isomorphism. By an embedding 
in 9 we mean a monomorphism whose underlying map in aB is an embedding in 
Z’ i.e. a monomorphism whose domain carries the induced initial E-structure. 
2.2. Theorem. Assuming Usp to be smalljbred, the following are g-enriched factoriza- 
tion systems for 9: 
(a) (8&, A,) = (extremal epi, mono), 
(b) (8,, J&) = (surjective epi, embedding), 
(c) (@TX, J&J = (epi, extremal mono). 
Proof. All of these facts are essentially known [lo] or follow from known facts by 
straight forward arguments. In particular, that 2(X, -) preserves extremal 
monomorphisms follows from the known fact that any right adjoint functor does 
so. 0 
In addition to the factorization systems mentioned in Theorem 2.2, special 
categories have their own peculiar factorization systems e.g. (dense, closed embed- 
ding) factorizations (see [17] for interesting examples). 
Let ( gu,, Jll,) be a given E-enriched factorization system for 9. Denote by “9 the 
full subcategory of 9 determined by all objects A which are .&-subobjects A + C(X) 
for some X in 9Z. 
2.3. Upgrading Theorem. “9 is again a rejZective Z-subcategory of ti containing D6. 
Moreover, A E “9 holds if and only if @Ja : A + C (S( A)) lies in 4,. 
A h ,B 
(2.3a) @A 
C(S(A)) 
Proof. Note first that K E “8 since K = C( 1). Take any A in 9 and B in “9, so we 
have k : B + C(Y) with k E A,,. By the adjunction of C and S there is a unique 
associated k” : Y + S(B) such that C( k”) 0 @JB = k and for every h : A + B we have 
C(S(h)) 0 @Ja = @JB 0 h. From the first equation we conclude @JB E A,,. Now set up 
the (8,, ~&)-factorization @GA = mA 0 eA, denoting the domain of mA by “A. Then 
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“A E “97 By the diagonal property of factorization systems [lo] there exists d : “A + B 
such that d 0 e, = h and C(S(h)) 0 mA = @JB 0 d. It follows that there exists a functor 
A++“A, left adjoint to the inclusion functor Inc: “.F-+ 9, with front adjunction 
(e,)(A E 9). To show that .%‘(X, B) E “9, note that the morphism %‘(X, k) : aP(X, B) + 
a”(X, Z( Y, W)) = a”(X x Y, W) lies in At,. 0 
In applications, the dualizing object K is usually a very good object (often it is 
the field of reals with further structure). Moreover, C(X) = 2(X, W) usually acquires 
many good properties from K e.g. if A? is the category of groups in 2 and K is 
commutative then so is C(X) and all subobjects of it. Thus the reflection d + “d 
upgrades the quality of the objects. More specific to dualization, an object A may 
have S(A) empty but this is never the case for an upgraded object. 
2.4. Lemma. For every object A in “~4 there are enough morphisms A + K (members 
ofS(A)) to separate points of A. 
Proof. We have a monomorphism A + C(X) and the evaluations ev(-, x) : C(X) + K 
(x E X) provide enough &morphisms to distinguish members of C(X). 0 
2.5. Corollary. An epimorphism (resp. extremal monomorphism) in “& is an epi- 
morphism (resp. extremal monomorphism) in every full subcategory of “d containing 
K. 
In view of Lemma 2.4 we call the A in & separated or, more precisely, M-separated 
objects. Contrasting with Corollary 2.5, we have the following. 
2.6. Counterexample. An epimorphism in “‘& need not be an epimorphism in &. An 
extremal monomorphism in ti need not be an extremal monomorphism in “Sp. 
Proof. Take d = 2 = +Z and consider the inclusion map inc: A + K = R of a dense 
proper subspace A of IF!. Then inc is an embedding in &, hence an extremal 
monomorphism, but in “SB, inc is an epimorphism which is not an isomorphism, 
hence not an extremal monomorphism. 0 
Since “&c ‘&c “d are reflective Z-subcategories containing K, they all have 
the same extremal monomorphisms, by Corollary 2.5. So it makes sense to introduce 
the reflective ?&subcategory “SB of A! defined by 
“dZ”(“&q) =“(‘a) =“(“sQ) =“(“a). 
We call it the K-optimal subcategory of d. Since A, is always the smallest class of 
monomorphisms to form a factorization system, “& cannot be further upgraded to 
any smaller reflective Z-subcategory. 
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In applications it is often the case that K and C(X) are complete in some sense 
and that extremal mono-subobjects are closed in some sense which allow them to 
inherit completeness; thus the optimal objects are all complete and separated-the 
best objects for a theory of K-dualization that still form a nice category. 
%-categories I are called autonomously algebraic [ 151 if they are strongly algebraic 
and the embedding &(A, B)+Z(Usp(A), Usp(B)) of Definition 1.0(b) lifts to a 
regular &monomorphism into E(Usp(A), B); thus &(-, -) becomes an internal 
horn functor for &. In the special case where the dualizing object K is Free(l), such 
d become essentially the functional analytic categories studied in [17]. 
In the case of autonomously algebraic &, the spectral space S(A) lifts to lie in 
dep. In accordance with traditional terminology it should now be called a dual 
object and written A*, while the second dual A** takes the role of the function 
algebra C(A*). The upgrading theorem, applied to an autonomously algebraic 
subcategory 9, yields a reflective subcategory which is again autonomously algebraic 
(cf. [ 171). 
The characterization of optimal subcategories in special cases (strongly or 
autonomously algebraic) depends largely on an effective characterization of epi- 
morphisms in the category “‘ti. This requires a fair amount of analysis and will be 
elaborated on in a separate paper. But let us mention at least that the interesting 
category of convenient vector spaces [6], as upgraded subcategory of bornological 
vector spaces [ 171, is not yet optimal. And in the case of convergence vector spaces 
one obtains an optimal subcategory in which all spaces are complete, while not all 
complete spaces are optimal. 
3. Categorical aspects of the Stone-Weierstrass theorem 
Let %’ denote the category of convergence spaces and J& the strongly algebraic 
%-category of convergence R-algebras with unit, studied extensively in [l]. When 
X E 95’ is a locally compact T,-space, we have C,(X) = %?(X, R) = C,,(X) (topology 
of uniform convergence on compact subsets = compact-open topology). Therefore, 
for such X, the following conjecture is true (by classical theory). 
3.0. Conjecture. For an &-subalgebra A c C(X) the following are equivalent: 
(a) A is dense in C,(X). 
(b) A separates points. 
Now Conjecture 3.0 has been proven true for large classes of non-locally compact 
X too, but in [3] there appeared a formidable example of a completely regular 
T,-space X (built out of Tychonoff planks) for which Conjecture 3.0 becomes false. 
We wish to point out in this section that there is nevertheless a generalized 
Stone-Weierstrass theorem, valid for all X in %‘, whose statement implies the full 
strength of Conjecture 3.0 when X is locally compact T,. For a more general X it 
implies something necessarily weaker than Conjecture 3.0 but still strong enough 
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to give a typical application: every A in “(a,) must be of the form C,.(Y) for some 
Y. This generalized SW-theorem will turn out to rest on the Binz-Gelfand duality 
via a simple categorical analysis (Theorems 3.1 and 3.2) carried out in the context 
of a strongly algebraic E-category d and the upgraded subcategories “d and “& 
defined in Section 2. 
For subsets E c F c C(X) the statement Fseparatespoints ofX meansf(x) =f( y) 
for all f~ F holds only if x = y. In other words, F is a monomorphic family. The 
statement E separates F-separated points means e(x) = e(y) for all e E E holds only 
iff(x) =f( y) for allfe F(x, y E X). Or one could say E is as monomorphic as F is. 
3.1. Categorical SW-Theorem. Let X have ax :X+ S(C(X)) surjective. For u 
morphism h : A + C(X) in “d the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) h is an epimorphism. 
(b) h(A) separates C(X)-separated points. 
Proof. Suppose h is an epimorphism and take x, y E X such that h(a)(x) = h(a)(y) 
for all a E A. Then ev(-, x) 0 h = ev(-, y) 0 h, hence ev(-, x) = ev(-, y) : C(X) + K 
hence f(x) = f ( y ) for all f: Suppose conversely that h(A) separates C (X)-separated 
points and take U, v : C(X) + H such that u 0 h = v 0 h. Surjectivity of @Jx implies 
u = ev(-, x) and u = ev(-, y) for some x, y E X, so h(u)(x) = h(a)(y) for all a E A. 
Hence f(x) = f( y) for all f and we conclude u = v. By (2.4), this implies h is an 
epimorphism. 0 
Without the assumption that @Jx is surjective similar reasoning shows: h : A + B 
is an epimorphism in “d e for every Y and every k : B + C(Y), k(h(A)) separates 
k(B)-separated points @ @,(h(A)) separates points of S(B). 
An important use of the classical Stone-Weierstrass theorem is to show that 
certain algebras A have the form C(Y) for suitable Y. This usually proceeds by 
representing A as a point separating subalgebra of some C(Y), together with 
completeness hence closedness of A in C(Y): density of A thus forces the conclusion 
A = C(Y). Let us show that the categorical version allows a similar conclusion at 
abstract level if one allows the role of completeness to be taken over by optimality. 
3.2. Theorem. If all @Jx + SC(X) are surjective then the following statements about 
A E d are equivalent: 
(a) A E “d. 
(b) A is isomorphic to some C(X). 
(c) @JA:A+ C(S(A)) is an isomorphism. 
Proof. Suppose (a). Then we have an extremal monomorphism m : A + C(W) in 
“‘d. The family of maps m(u): W+ [w (a E A) has a regular factorization [9], i.e., 
we have m(u) = fa 0 q, where q : W+ X is a regular epimorphism and fa :X + lK! 
(a E A) a monomorphic family. As chosen, q must arise from some coequalizer 
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diagram qor = 40s. After applying the functor C we arrive at an equalizer diagram 
C(r)~C(q)=C(s)~C(q)in”AByconstructionofr,swehaveC(r)~m=C(s)~m. 
Hence by the universal property of the equalizer we have a unique k : A + C(X) 
such that C(q) 0 k = m; thus k(u) =fa. Since m is an extremal monomorphism in 
“.& so is k. But since k(u) : X + K (a E A) is a monomorphic family, k is an 
epimorphism in “‘ti, hence an isomorphism and (b) follows. Suppose according to 
(b) that we have an isomorphism i : A + C(X) in m&. By the adjunction of C and 
S we have i = C(i) 0 @JA. This shows that @Ja is extremal manic in “&. Since @JA is 
clearly also an epimorphism by 1.7, (c) follows. Finally, that (c) implies (a) is 
trivial. q 
Let us now return to the special case %‘= %?, d = &c mentioned at the beginning 
of this section. Here @Jx : X + S(C(X)) ’ is k nown to be surjective for all X(see [l] 
for a proof via ideals and [ll, I$, 171 for more categorical proofs). It is known that 
for c-embedded spaces (including all completely regular T,-spaces), C(X) separates 
points of X. Moreover, for every WE %T, C,(W) = C,(X) for some c-embedded 
space X. Thus the c-embedded spaces are ultimately those of importance as far as 
C,(X) is concerned. For such X, statement (d) below reduces to the more familiar 
A separatespoints. Let C,(X) denote C(X) equipped with the topology of pointwise 
convergence. 
3.3. Theorem. For every convergence space X and every tic-subalgebra A c C,(X) 
the following statements are equivalent: 
(a) The inclusion map A+ C,(X) is an epimorphism in “.&. 
(b) A is dense in C,,(X). 
(c) A is dense in C,(X). 
(d) A separates C(X)-separated points. 
Proof. Let &,, be the full subcategory of “.& determined by those objects A whose 
convergence structure is the locally convex topology of the family of all continuous 
multiplicative seminorms p: A+ R. It is readily verified that d,, is a reflective 
subcategory, whose front adjunction PA : A+ A,, just modifies the convergence 
structure of A in the obvious way. The reflection functor & + d,,, being a left 
adjoint, preservers epimorphisms. So from (a) we conclude that inc: A,,+ C,,(X) 
is an epimorphism in &,. For every compact Q = X, C,,(Q) is just the familiar 
Banach algebra E &,, and the restriction map rQ : C,,(X) + C,,(Q) is surjective; 
this comes about because Q is also a compact subspace in the completely regular 
T,-reflection of X, so every continuous function on Q extends over X [7]. It follows 
that r. oinc: A + C,,(Q) is an epimorphism in “&, hence its image separates the 
points of Q. By the classical SW theorem applied to Q, this image is dense in C,,(Q). 
By an important result in [2] (also proved in [l]), every continuous seminorm p on 
C,(X) factors as p = nQ o rQ where nQ is the norm of C,,(Q). We conclude (b). 
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That (b) implies (c) is trivial and that (c) implies (d) is a simple exercise. That (d) 
implies (a) has been proved in Theorem 3.1. 0 
The following questions arise in the light of Theorem 3.3: 
(1) Is there a stronger functor than C,, for which (a) implies (b)? 
(2) Is there a strongest or maximal such functor? 
There are known X (see [2]) other than locally compact spaces for which (a) implies 
density of A in C,(X), thus in a structure strictly stronger than C,,(X). While at 
least one of these questions must have a positive answer, we do not know which. 
It is known that @Jx is surjective for all X E S if and only if K induces a 
Binz-Gelfand duality (see [ 19, 11, 16, 171 for categorical aspects of this). Thus every 
such duality furnishes a situation in which one can expect a Stone-Weierstrass 
theorem for all spaces. We give one further example to illustrate. 
3.4. Theorem. Theorem 3.3 remains true if a, is replaced with the category of conver- 
gence R-vector lattices, with dualizing object R. 
Proof. It was established in [ll] that all @Jx are surjective in this case. The present 
proof proceeds along the lines of Theorem 3.3 almost verbatim. One difference is 
that the reflective subcategory J& must be constructed via seminorms that satisfy 
p(aAb)sp(a)Ap(b) andp(avb)sp(a)vp(b) (insteadofp(ab)<p(a)p(b)used 
for ~4.). 
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